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Chapter 1 : Museum Ludwig: Plan a visit to Cologne | Cologne Tourism
Museum of the City of Cologne for the 20th Century and contemporary art. The collection of the Museum Ludwig
includes a high-level cross-section of classical modernism to contemporary art production.

Museums Museums One of the most famous museums of Cologne is the Museum Ludwig, which is one of the
ten municipal ones. But there are also many ecclesiastical and private museums in this cathedral city. Once a
year in autumn the "Long night of the museums" November 3rd, takes place. The museums then open until
late at night. The Museum Ludwig is devoted to modern art from the beginning of the 20th century. There
usually are two or more temporary exhibitions. Fondation Corboud is one of the greatest traditional picture
galleries in Germany. There you can see altar pieces and crosses from the Middle Age as well as portraits from
the 18th and 19th century. Highlight is the old Dionysos mosaic, which stretches over the lower floor. The art
museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne, originally founded in Since , the museum has borne the name of its
new location amidst the ruins of the late Gothic parish church of St Kolumba, thus providing a spiritual home
to the collection. A triad of place, collection, and architecture, it allows the visitor to experience two millennia
of western culture in a single building. In there the visitor can discover the history of Carnival from its
beginnings to the present day. It also looks at stage entertainers, carnival music and alternative forms of
carnival and thus reflects the different aspects of carnival culture in Cologne. The exhibition is set in a former
prison of the Third Reich. On around 2, square metres of exhibition and event area on two floors various
aspects of all kinds of national, international and olympic sports are shown in a permanent exhibition and
several changing exhibitions. Visitors can themselves be active at numerous points throughout the museum.
The exhibition pieces include furniture, ceramics, glass, jewellery and textiles. The founders of the museum
contributed outstanding works of Buddhist painting and wooden sculpture, Japanese standing screen painting,
colour woodcuts and lacquer art as well as Chinese and Korean ceramics to the original permanent collection.
In the Medieval sacristan crypt, the Cathedral treasury is home to a rich find of church treasures dating as far
back as the 4th century. The treasury works of art are made of gold, silver, bronze and ivory, and include holy
relics, liturgical items, textiles, insignias of Archbishops, sculptures from the Middle Ages and Franconian
grave finds. It is not only used as a point of orientation but is the pride of the people in Cologne. It can be seen
from nearly every point in the city centre and from many places elsewhere.
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Museum Ludwig, located in Cologne, Germany, houses a collection of modern art. It includes works from Pop Art,
Abstract and Surrealism, and has one of the largest Picasso collections in Europe. It also features many works by Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein.

Even going outside on the roof terrace is a nice city-view bonus. They have some of my favourite artists and
works I like No dejan meter bol It has a temporary exhibition and other permanent; the two very curious.
Comes in very handy to take shelter from the cold. Coming into the lobby this placed looked like it was going
to be empty. Once inside you really can admire the architecture of the building. The art is modern so some of
it may not be enjoyable or appreciated by all but art is art. A definite must visit if in Cologne. Huge collection
of fantastic pieces on four floors. Architecturally interesting and a very pleasant space. Helpful and friendly
staff. Must see if in Cologne and perhaps fit for more than one visit. The museum also has great windows and
platforms for viewing Cologne from different angles. The temporary exhibitions are also exciting and the
permanent collection is worth seeing at least once in your life as it is really unique. There was also a Salvador
Dali on display! Staff was friendly and helpful, but they definitely shoo you out right at closing time! Loved
the gallery and surrounding architecture. Close walk to a connected film museum, the riverside, and several
bier gardens and cafes. The Chanterelle mushrooms in the risotto were like something out of a dream! The
salads are to die for. The blueberry--lavender lemonade was unbelievable. Their own farm to table menu is
extremely creative. A must go visit to the restaurant then go to the museum to walk it off.
Chapter 3 : Museum - Museum Ludwig, Cologne
Museum Ludwig, located in Cologne, Germany, houses a collection of modern www.nxgvision.com includes works from
Pop Art, Abstract and Surrealism, and has one of the largest Picasso collections in Europe.

Chapter 4 : Museum Ludwig - Museum in Cologne - Thousand Wonders
53 reviews of Ludwig Im Museum "Recently,i spent a wonderful day at the Ludwig Art Museum,very close to Koln's
magnificent Dom.I especially enjoyed its great collection of German Expressionist paintings.i saw great paintings by
these German.

Chapter 5 : 'Black Power â€“ Flower Power' at Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Germany -ARTnews
I visited the Ludwig Museum because of my interest in modern arts. The museum is well organized and gives good idea
about the development of the arts from the beginning of the 20th century. Thank StefaniaAbazova.

Chapter 6 : Museum Ludwig, Cologne | Reviews | Ticket Price | Timings | Address: TripHobo
Museum Ludwig is located in the center of Cologne's Old Town, directly across from the Cologne Cathedral. The
museum is closed on Mondays and select holidays during the Christmas and New Year period.

Chapter 7 : Museum Ludwig (Cologne) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvis
Catch the third-largest Picasso collection in the world ( pieces!) at Museum Ludwig. This modern-art museum houses a
collection of Pop Art, Surrealism, and abstract pieces.

Chapter 8 : Museum Ludwig - Wikipedia
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The Ludwig Museum was founded in with the gift of around works of modern art by the Ludwig couple. It was to be the
first museum in Cologne to exhibit modern art.

Chapter 9 : Museums | www.nxgvision.com
One of the most famous museums of Cologne is the Museum Ludwig, which is one of the ten municipal ones. But there
are also many ecclesiastical and private museums in this cathedral city. Once a year in autumn the "Long night of the
museums" (November 3rd, ) takes place.
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